To: Heather, Frank, Mayanne

Text Message
Sun, Jun 12, 8:44 AM

Frank Billingsley

Mayanne and I speaking about developing protocol/next steps. We have started a list. We are available and staff on call to get together later today to discuss

Mayanne

We are working on local state of emergency order and order cancelling council now. Will be back in touch shortly on the emergency order.

Heather Allebaugh
Hey brother, Lisa and I are thinking about and praying for u and Karen as u lead through this horrible tragedy.
Buddy, my prayers with those who are victims of this horrible shooting, as well as to your entire community. Pam Iorio
iMessage
Sun, Jun 12, 9:18 AM

Thinking of you. Fighting back tears and praying for our great city this morning. Boarded Flt for Chicago. See you next week
GM Mayor! It's Paula - we are not only praying but here for this community-- if we can do anything-- we open our church for any funeral needed, to minister to any of the families- anything we can do! Much love and prayers
Mayor,
Our thoughts and prayers are with the victims, their families and friends and the people of the City Orlando. If there are any resources we can apply to assist, don't hesitate to ask.
John Horan

The sender is not in your contact list.
Report Junk
To: Heather, Frank, Kelly, Frank

Heather Allebaugh

Can the pres call bac

Frank Billingsley

Bright can patch in. May be rep from WH as president availability now not certain

She just called here a second time. Explained mayor on phone with governor

Briget

Heather Allebaugh

Connected.
To: Heather, Frank, Kelly, Frank

Text Message
Sun, Jun 12, 8:29 AM

Kelly Cohen
I am thinking of all of you and appreciate all you are doing in this time. This is unimaginable, tragic and terrifying. I am here to help in any way.

Frank B. pers. cell
Mayor. President trying to call you

Heather Allebaugh
Can the pres call bac

Frank Billingsley
Bright can patch in. May be
Let us know what we can do to help with any situation--if families or officers need anything we can help organize. Not what I expected to wake up to this morning.
iMessage
Sun, Jun 12, 8:30 AM

Sorry you are dealing with the events of this morning. Very tragic.
I am praying with & for U, our officers, city and victims. I am here for U and stand ready for any service I can provide. God bless.
Prayers from my city to yours.
Greg Fischer
I'm so sorry to hear about the shooting.
Command post is set up next to 7 11 at kaley and orange

Mayor moving command post to in front of dunkin donuts on Orange Ave it might take a few min
Hello Buddy,
This is Shea Fugate, Brennen's mom. I just wanted to tell you that I'm so sorry for everything that is happening, and the incredible stress you're under. If I can help with anything for you or your family, please don't hesitate to let me know.
Just thinking of you. Hope you are hanging in there. Can't imagine how difficult
iMessage
Wed, Jun 15, 9:03 AM

I am so proud of you!
Ellen

The sender is not in your contact list.
Report Junk
Hey Buddy, this is Amy Kowalski. I just saw you again on tv. Wanted you to know that I'm praying for you and for Orlando. Keep up the amazing work you all are doing over there.
To: Jennifer, Frank

iMessage
Tue, Jun 14, 9:19 PM

Jennifer Quigley

Sara Ozim
During the Pulse Candlelight Vigil At Dr. Phillips Performing Arts tonight, each victim's name was called out into the crowd, a deafening silence during each pause, painful sobs escaping on occasion, muffled in the distance. We had a moment of silence. I'm sure everyone noticed the birds fluttering overhead - after all, they were everywhere. I certainly noticed the birds. As everyone bowed their heads to pay their respects, I snapped a photo of the birds, thinking that there seemed to be an awful lot of them. There were 49 birds, my friends. The fallen were with us, tonight. #orlandostrong #prayfororlando #united #onepulse #pulseorlando #lgbt — with Kenzie Carolan and 4 others.

YESTERDAY AT 10:51 PM NEAR ORLANDO, FLORIDA
iMessage
Tue, Jun 14, 7:28 PM

#ORLANDOStrong

Thanks for everything you do for our community

Raul Alvarez

The sender is not in your contact list.
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Sat, May 21, 3:10 PM

Congrats , Mayor !

Tue, Jun 14, 7:03 PM

Just a reminder about the request from pastor Gray to drop St Mark on tonight for about 5-10 minutes after this ..... Thanking you in advance for considering ..... Our bishop (his boss ) will be there .... A number of the ministers are going over including jerry and maybe our chief !!!! RBM
may be uncontrolled.

Mon, Jun 13, 10:22 AM

Robert Disney Br...

Mon, Jun 13, 10:39 PM

Aaron Black DN...

Good Evening sir. The Brady Campaign for gun violence would like to meet and have you participate in a prayer service tomorrow at the center with the Emanuel AME pastor and other faith leaders. Tentative time is 10am. Are you available for this?
service tomorrow at the center with the Emanuel AME pastor and other faith leaders. Tentative time is 10am. Are you available for this?

Tue, Jun 14, 9:18 AM

Thank you.

Tue, Jun 14, 6:55 PM

FYI. I sent your info to Nate Jenkins in the White House he may be reaching out to you regarding the POTUS visit.
Hello this is Commissioner Viviana Janer. I wanted to reach out and let you know how proud I am to have you as a colleague. You showed compassion and leadership during this very difficult time for our community. As a strong ally to the LGBTQ community and proud Puerto Rican, I thank you. As always do not hesitate to reach out if Osceola County can assist in any way possible!
Mayor, Just a quick text to tell you that anything you or the City of Orlando needs, please you can count on me and the City of Hialeah. I know how difficult this is. Our prayers are with you and your great city. United we stand. Your friend, Carlos Hernandez City of Hialeah
Buddy,
I am so sorry for these tragedies. We are hearing about a potential event on the plaza. Would you like for our team to organize a vigil with other organizations? K.

Mon, Jun 13, 9:25 PM
Text Message
Mon, Jun 13, 8:04 PM

Allyson Meyers

ORLANDO

STRONG
You are doing a great job! Let me know if you need anything from us as an organization or from Kate and I personally. Get some rest! Joe
Just checking on you...thank you for your leadership during this unimaginable tragedy...we are here if you need anything - don't hesitate to reach out. Shannon #OrlandoProud
You are handling things very well in terms of TV, your presence, laying out the facts, setting a context for the briefings, all of it you are doing well. One thing to mention if you have interest. I know that Erin Burnett and her team from CNN are on the ground. I have always had good, fair and sane interviews with her. I know her producer, so if you have any interest in being on her show, I can send you her producer's name/number, and you can go from there. Just let me know. God Bless
Buddy, that was Mike Nutter that just called. Just checking on you my friend to offer any help or support, let me know if there is anything I can do, any help you might need or contacts/resources to help you in this tragedy. Prayers are with you, and any help or assistance. God Bless.

Excellent job at the press conference. Stay strong, show the public the leader that you are. You're in my prayers.
Ragan here....praying for YOU and our City
Beautiful

The sender is not in your contact list.
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I love you. Be strong as you can! I am with you all the way. We will work on Saturday at unifying our community.
#OrlandoStrong

Mon, Jun 13, 8:38 AM

You are doing a great job! #OrlandoStrong

Let us know if we can do anything for you or the families

Mon, Jun 13, 4:12 PM

How are you holding up? Hope to see you tonight, you are in our thoughts
#OrlandoUnited 💜
Thinking of you today. Is there anything I can do?

I love you. Be strong as you can! I am with you all the way. We will work on Saturday at unifying our community. #OrlandoStrong

You are doing a great job! #OrlandoStrong

Let us know if we can do anything for you or the families
To: Heather, Frank, Mayanne, Byron

Mayanne

Can u get mayor ok and we will notice and send email to commissioners?

Heather Allebaugh

Mayor approves

Mayanne

Awesome on it!

Ok awesome team OneOrlando coming together and we will be able -- I think -- to say mayor can announce at tonight's vigil. Microsoft is hosting the site for us. More later.
Hello my loves! We must have a city council soon - a few things we have to address. Suggest Monday at 2 we could give notice tomorrow and limit agenda to consent only. We would have to take public comment on agenda items only. Kathy Scanlon says mayor can do Monday. Rebecca's event at 3 anyway. Thoughts.

Heather Allebaugh
Mayor I would like to be with you tonight

If you are planning to go to vigil
May I call you at 4:30pm? Best, John

Mon, Jun 13, 3:39 PM

We are lucky to have you as our Orlando Mayor...I know it must be incredibly difficult, but pls continue to stay strong for our City...Pls let me know if there is anything we can do to help...John Saboor

The sender is not in your contact list.
Report Junk
Watching from afar feels weird with a crisis of this magnitude. From a national POV, you are doing amazing - lending a steady hand but not politicizing. Coverage and social media is spot on from your role. You are a strong leader and I'm proud of you and the team. While I wouldn't say 'these are the days we live for' I'm not sure what else to say.
national POV, you are doing amazing - lending a steady hand but not politicizing. Coverage and social media is spot on from your role. You are a strong leader and I'm proud of you and the team. While I wouldn't say 'these are the days we live for' I'm not sure what else to say.

Mon, Jun 13, 12:53 PM

I am available to dust off my Office of Emergency Management fleece vest and help with anything you need!
To: Mayanne, +

iMessage
Sun, Jun 12, 6:39 AM

Mayanne

Hang in there and let me know if u need anything.

Mon, Jun 13, 12:51 PM

Mayanne

Need mayor or heather for 90 seconds
To: Dave, Frank, Mayanne & 1 more...

Mayanne

Got it. U r boss on that.

Dave Arnott

3 plain clothes too

Mayanne

Setting up ONEOrlando find to collect monies will decide later charities to push money to.

Dave Arnott

I have 8 Officers we are set...plus 3 plain clothes

Mayanne

Awesome u rock my love.
As do u all.
Also need to give thought to whether mayor appears.

Dave Arnott

Mayor is attending

Mayanne

Do we need to ask other agencies for more LEO's?

Ok good.

Dave Arnott

We have 4 and if needed more will come

Mayanne

Got it. U r boss on that.
To: Dave, Frank, Mayanne & 1 more...

Text Message
Mon, Jun 13, 11:04 AM

Mayanne

Rally going forward tonight. Can't stop so we are redirecting best we can away from Lake Eola (infrastructure there can't handle) to DPAC lawn. DPaC has approved and we have connected organizers with Scott Bowman at DPAC for operational help.
Dave we have 4 OPD sworn assigned I understand. Enough? Could be thousands. Just a thought.
Thinking of you. If I can do anything to help I am happy to do so.
I am proud you are my Mayor, honored to be your friend...Len

The sender is not in your contact list.
Report Junk
Iris and I wanted to send a brief note to thank you for what you are doing for our city in this time of crisis. Please know that our thoughts and prayers are with you.
We have one unidentified patient. Working with FBI, OPD to identify. All others identified and families notified.
If you need my help let me know

That way you guys have handled this buddy is just amazing

The gay community is calling you their hero
I can't imagine the day u have had.. God bless u and the families of the victims.. Stay strong and let me know if I can do anything...
I didn't want to overwhelm you this morning but you and your city have been in the thoughts and prayers of the City of Angels. You were incredible in the face of this national tragedy. Thank you for being America's Mayor today. In solidarity, Mayor Eric Garcetti
This is Nancy Meyer. Please know I'm thinking about you all. What happened today senseless and horrific. My heart breaks for the families and all those impacted. Stay strong.
Buddy,

You demonstrated tremendous leadership today under truly horrific circumstances. Very proud of you.

Steve
My thoughts and prayers are with you and Orlando.
Incredibly tragic. But I'm so glad you're our leader in this crisis. You're doing a great job.
Mayor Dyer, this is Chandler Parsons, don't expect a response with everything you are dealing with. But with Orlando as my hometown, please let me know if anything I can do to help in anyway at all. Makes me sick to my stomach and I would love to help anyway I can.
Thank you Mayor for your leadership and for bringing the marijuana ordinance forward. You all are doing fantastic work!

Ty for everything
Proud of Orlando

The sender is not in your contact list. Report Junk
Thank you Mayor Dyer for making the City of Orlando so strong and united! 😢

The sender is not in your contact list.
Report Junk
Buddy, my thoughts and prayers are with you and the people of Orlando today. All my best,
George LeMieux
You are a great leader Buddy and Orlando is fortunate to have you in this horrible aftermath..stay strong...prayers for everybody ... Love you bro.
Congrats my friend, great job

Thank you. Good day!

We are with you and thank you for leading our community.
iMessage
Sun, Jun 12, 5:42 PM

Lenny Curry here. We can do anything for you here in Jacksonville please let me know. I can send Teams from my fire department down.

The sender is not in your contact list.
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Sun, Jun 12, 7:57 AM

Its Celeste. You need me?

Sun, Jun 12, 4:23 PM

I wish you could see the lines of people donating blood...it would make you cry.
Mayor - I know you've got your hands full, so if there is anything that Winter Park can do to assist, we stand ready. Thoughts and Prayers your way.

Steve Leary
Dear Mayor Dyer- my name is Kari Pricher and I am Anderson Cooper's producer for CNN. Jim Pugh is a dear family friend and suggested I reach out to you directly. I am so very sorry for what Orlando is experiencing. As an Orlando native this is especially heartbreaking. I hope it is not too forward to request an interview with you directly. I know you are very busy tending to immediate needs of the community. Anderson will be in Orlando and
forward to request an interview with you directly. I know you are very busy tending to immediate needs of the community. Anderson will be in Orlando and would like to interview you in the 8pm hour on CNN tomorrow night. If you'd like to do that I will arrange this for you. We would be grateful. Again, if I am being too forward I am very sorry. Thank you for considering speaking with Anderson if you feel it is appropriate.

Sincerely,
Kari Pricher
iMessage
Sun, Jun 12, 2:27 PM

Standing with you.

The sender is not in your contact list.
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Mayor Dyer,
Please let us know if we in Tulsa can be of help in any, any way. There are many Tulsans and Oklahomans who reside in the Orlando area and will be more than happy to be of help. Do not hesitate to call me or Mayor KJ at any time. We are at your disposal.
Dewey Bartlett
Mayor of Tulsa

The sender is not in your contact list.
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Getting ready for Governor Scott's State of State,

Sun, Jun 12, 2:13 PM

Buddy, the City of Pensacola is praying for your City, the families, victims and first responders from last nights senseless tragedy. Sincerely, Ashton
my friend, you and all of your extraordinary colleagues are in our prayers. much love and care being sent your way.
To: Mom,

iMessage
Sun, Jun 12, 12:14 PM

Sending love and prayers from us all in Ohio. Well done interview Buddy can't imagine how tough this is for you. Orlando is so lucky to have you. This is all just too close to home!

Mom Dyer
Sun, Jun 12, 1:28 PM

Thanks
Hi Buddy, Tried calling...
This is Mayor Capote of the City of Palm Bay. My condolences go out to the residences of your great city that were affected by this senseless act. If you were to need any assistance from our city, Just let me know.
Thinking of you and your great leadership. Praying for your/our City of Orlando.
Dear Mayor, the hearts of Osceola County residents are broken for our Orlando community. If there is anything you need, please let us know. Tomorrow we will hold a fundraiser to benefit the suffering families. God bless. Don Fisher
To: John, Jerry, 

Text Message
Sun, Jun 12, 10:43 AM

This is Pastor Mills. I have asked all churches to hold prayer vigils and push blood donors. Anything the AACCC or myself can do to assist please do not hesitate to reach out

Sun, Jun 12, 12:07 PM
John Mina

Ok
Mayor

Let me know if there is anything FLORIDA Hospital can do.

Of course you can call on me at any time.
Buddy, Mike Stark here. Praying for the victims & their families & you & your team. If there is anything I can do today or anytime this week, I have the time & can do anything you need. Please let me know.

The sender is not in your contact list. Report Junk
Buddy - Can't even imagine what you're going through right now. Hang in there. Please know we're all thinking of you and all in Orlando. Take care. Scott
Mayor, I hope this is still your cell. Just wanted you to know you, your team, and your city are all in our thoughts and prayers. Please let me know if I can do anything to help you or if you need any resources Clay County can provide you.
Stephanie Kopelousos
iMessage
Sun, Jun 12, 11:20 AM

Mayor, this is Mayor Andrew Gillum of TALLAHASSEE, FL. Wanted to know if there was anything we can do from here to help. Blood donations, law enforcement, anything just let us know.

The sender is not in your contact list.
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Its David Swanson - working on community prayer service for Tues - Northland, First Baptist and others all hosting it here with me. Let me know if I can help you

The sender is not in your contact list.
Report Junk
My prayers are with u. I'm in Memphis and saw your news briefing.

I'm working with Uth, Swanson and many others to offer peaceful solution. I should be back tomorrow at the latest, but The two Davids are running point
Sorry for what you are going thru. Prayers for all those in Orlando! Hang in there. Saw you in NBC. U are handling situation well
Mayor, it has been many years, but I am compelled to reach out to you. We are so saddened by the events in Orlando and want you to know our prayers are with you and all those affected by this tragedy. God bless. -Alexis Yarbrough and Shane Strum

The sender is not in your contact list.
Report Junk
Buddy, I'm sending my heartfelt condolences to you, your city, and all of Central Florida. Please let me know if there is anything I can do. I'm so, so sorry. We're all with you.

Ted
iMessage
Mon, Jun 6, 10:31 AM

We are on for Friday for the housing assistance bill signing! 10:30 at Orl Chamber. -Mike Miller

Great!
Delivered

Sun, Jun 12, 10:47 AM

Please let me know if there is anything you need from me. -Mike Miller
To: Heather, Frank, Mayanne

Can it be brought to orange and grant. We will be there at 1015 for press conference

Mayanne

Yes but where to go

Heather want to just call me when u get done

I have it here and we can get it to you or I can sign whatever u want

Heather Allebaugh

Frank can you get staff to EOC to answer phone line. Need somw people there by 1015.
To: Heather, Frank, Mayanne

Heather Allebaugh

Where is it and that he needs to sign.

Mayanne

I've got Kyle on hold to get it to you or Dave or whatever. What do U want him to do.

Do you want me to sign it for him or how can we get it to him. Tried to reach Dave

I also have a copy here at my house.

Heather Allebaugh

We are in briefing right now.
To: Heather, Frank, Mayanne

Heather Allebaugh

Agree with cancelling council.

Mayanne

Heather can I talk to u for 2 min

Frank Billingsley

We are working on a list. Mayanne. Want me to come over to continue list prep?

Mayanne

100% confirm pulse in Sheehan district. Mayor need u to sign emergency order.

Heather Allebaugh
To: Heather, Frank, Mayanne

Yes we are on it

Done. Frank calling Michele she is in transit there now.

Emergency order being emailed to EOC for mayors signature there. I have copy too. No need to call. Hang in there.

How many copies do you want me to sign

Mayanne

One is good.

If no scanner there just have someone